Question 1
We have come across the RFP and are quite keen to submit a proposal. However, the timeline for proposal submission is quite close. Would it be possible to have an extension for submission until the 10th February 2023?

Answer 1
UNDP is unable to extend the bid submission deadline. The deadline for the submission of bids remains the 20th January, 2023 @ 4:00 p.m. AST.

Question 2
Please do let us know if we can support this RFP remotely from India or our team needs to be present physically at location of work as mentioned in the document ANNEX 1.

Answer 2
The consultancy involves the development of an online system; therefore, all activities can be executed from anywhere in the world. The firm is not required to be physically present at the work location.

Question 3
Will the GoRTT /UNCT be responsible for the handover and maintaining the site after completion and hosting period?

Answer 3
Yes, the GoRTT /UNCT will be responsible for the handover and maintenance of the site after completion and hosting period.
Question 4

Can you please confirm if organizations based and registered outside Trinidad and Tobago are eligible to apply for this opportunity

Answer 4

Yes, organizations based and registered outside of Trinidad and Tobago are eligible to apply for this opportunity.